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Abstract
Denote by cf(X) the set of all nonempty convex closed subsets of a separable Banach space X. Let (Ω,Σ,μ) be a complete
probability space and denote by (L1[Σ, cf(X)],Δ) the complete metric space of (equivalence classes of a.e. equal) integrably
bounded cf(X)-valued functions. For any preassigned filtration (Σi), we describe the space of Δ-convergent integrably bounded
cf(X)-valued martingales in terms of the Δ-closure of
⋃∞
i=1L1[Σi, cf(X)] in L1[Σ, cf(X)]. In particular, we provide a formula
to calculate the join of two such martingales and the positive part of such a martingale. Our object is achieved by considering the
more general setting of a near vector lattice (S, d), endowed with a Riesz metric d. By means of Rådström’s embedding theorem
for such spaces, a link is established between the space of convergent martingales in S and the space of convergent martingales in
the Rådström completion R(S) of S. This link provides information about the former space of martingales, via known properties
of measure-free martingales in Riesz normed vector lattices, applicable to R(S). We also apply our general results to the spaces of
Δ-convergent ck(X)-valued martingales, where ck(X) denotes the set of all nonempty convex compact subsets of X.
© 2007 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
Let (Ω,Σ,μ) be a complete probability space and f a measurable function defined on Ω . The positive part,
negative part and absolute value of f , given by f+ := f ∨ 0, f− := (−f ) ∨ 0, and |f | := f ∨ (−f ) respectively,
are fundamental notions in the development of the theory of measurable functions, constructing the resulting integral∫
Ω
f dμ and deriving properties of the resulting Lp(μ)-spaces.
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Krickeberg used the positive part of a martingale (i.e., the minimal positive martingale above a given martingale) to
obtain his famous decomposition of a submartingale in [11].
Hiai and Umegaki considered the space (L1[Σ, cf(X)],Δ), which consists of all (equivalence classes of a.e. equal)
integrably bounded functions F : Ω → cf(X), where cf(X) denotes the set of nonempty convex closed subsets of
X (see [10,17]). This space is a complete metric space with respect to the metric Δ. Their work has found wide
applications in many different areas of mathematics (see [1,3,4,12,17,18,22,23,30,35,37], which is by no means an
exhaustive list). Their approach to conditional expectations via selections (see [5]), lead to many new results on set-
valued martingales.
The space cf(X) is endowed with a canonical ordering, namely set inclusion. In turn, this endows L1[Σ, cf(X)]
with a canonical ordering, namely the pointwise ordering. The space of those martingales which are elements of
L1[Σ, cf(X)] (which we refer to as L1[Σ, cf(X)]-martingales) can then be endowed with an ordering via the ordering
on L1[Σ, cf(X)].
We address the issue of the existence of the positive part of any given L1[Σ, cf(X)]-martingale; i.e., we construct
the minimal L1[Σ, cf(X)]-martingale above {0} and the given L1[Σ, cf(X)]-martingale. Due to the problem of the
meaning of “subtracting” one set from another, we refrain here from addressing the concepts of “negative part” and
“absolute value” of such martingales (see [7,17,20,21,25]).
Rådström proved in [27] that a near vector space, which is essentially a vector space without additive inverses, can
be embedded into a vector space. He also showed that if the near vector space is endowed with a metric compatible
with the addition and multiplication by positive scalars defined on the near vector space, then the embedding space
can be normed and the embedding also preserves distance. It is shown in [15] that Rådström’s near vector space
embedding can be extended to embedding near vector lattices, which are essentially vector lattices without additive
inverses, into vector lattices. It is also shown in [15] that if the near vector lattice is endowed with a Riesz metric, then
the embedding space is a Riesz normed vector lattice.
As (L1[Σ, cf(X)],Δ) is an example of a near vector lattice with a Riesz metric Δ, we address the problem in the
general setting of a near vector lattice (S, d), endowed with a Riesz metric d . To achieve our aim, we link the space
of convergent martingales in (S, d), by using Rådström’s embedding theorem (see [15,27]), to a space of convergent
martingales in a Banach lattice. This yields access to known results about convergent martingales in the setting of
Banach lattices (see [6,31]) and enables us to transfer information to the space of martingales under consideration
from the space of measure-free convergent martingales in Banach lattices.
Our approach contributes to the ideas in [6,8,13,14,29,31] on measure-free martingale theory, as we consider the
notion of a martingale in the setting of a near vector lattice endowed with a Riesz metric. Our main result, Theorem 6.8
below, states that if S is a near vector lattice and if d is a Riesz metric on S such that (S, d) is a complete metric space
and if (Ei ) is a suitable filtration of maps on S (i.e., a commuting sequence with each Ei :S → S order preserving,
nonexpansive, R+-linear and with range R(Ei ) a near vector lattice), then the space Md(S,Ei ) of d-convergent
martingales is a near vector lattice and is a complete metric space with respect to a canonical Riesz metric.
Using the presented theory of Hiai and Umegaki of set-valued conditional expectations and set-valued martingales
in L1[Σ, cf(X)], we apply our main result to the space MΔ(L1[Σ, cf(X)],Σi) of Δ-convergent martingales, where
(Σi) is an increasing sequence of sub-σ -algebras of Σ . As a special case, we show that the space of Δ-convergent
integrably bounded cf(X)-valued martingales is a join-semilattice and provide a formula to calculate the join of two
such martingales. Our order theoretic approach also yields a necessary and sufficient condition for a regular integrably
bounded cf(X)-valued martingale to be Δ-convergent.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly recall the vector lattice version of Rådström’s embedding
of a near vector lattice. Hyperspace notation is recalled and introduced in Section 3. The purpose of Section 4 is to
show that (L1[Σ, cf(X)],Δ) is a near vector lattice. Martingales in near vector lattices are considered in Section 5.
The space of martingales on a near vector lattice endowed with a Riesz metric is considered in Section 6. Our main
result, Theorem 6.8, and applications thereof to the spaces of martingales in L1[Σ, cf(X)] and L1[Σ, ck(X)], where
ck(X) denotes the set of all nonempty convex compact subsets of X, are given in Section 6. In Section 7, we show
that (L1[Σ,Fck(X)],D∞), which is a well-known generalization of L1[Σ, ck(X)], is a near vector lattice and D∞ is
a Riesz metric. Finally, Theorem 6.8 is applied to the space of D∞-convergent martingales in L1[Σ,Fck(X)].
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Let S be a nonempty set. Then S is said to be a near vector space, provided that addition + :S × S → S is defined
such that (S,+) is a cancellative commutative semigroup; i.e., for all x, y, z ∈ S:
x + z = y + z ⇒ x = y, x + y = y + x, (x + y)+ z = x + (y + z),
and multiplication · :R+ × S → S by positive scalars is defined such that for all x, y ∈ S and λ, δ ∈R+:
λx + λy = λ(x + y), (λ+ δ)x = λx + δx, (λδ)x = λ(δx), 1x = x.
If S is a near vector space and d :S × S →R+ is a metric on S, then d is said to be an invariant metric on S, provided
that
• addition and scalar multiplication by positive scalars are continuous operations in the topology defined by d ,
• d(λx,λy) = λd(x, y) for all λ ∈R+ and x, y ∈ S, and
• d(x + z, y + z) = d(x, y) for all x, y, z ∈ S.
Theorem 2.1 (Rådström). If S is a near vector space, then the following statements hold:
(a) There exist a vector space R(S) and a map j :S → R(S) such that
(1) j is injective,
(2) j (αx + βy) = αj (x)+ βj (y) for all α,β ∈R+ and x, y ∈ S,
(3) R(S) = j (S)− j (S) := {j (x)− j (y): x, y ∈ S}.
(b) If d :S×S →R is an invariant metric, then there exists a norm ‖ ·‖d on R(S) such that d(x, y) = ‖j (x)−j (y)‖d
for all x, y ∈ S.
For the convenience of the reader, we outline Rådström’s proof (see [27, Theorem 1]): Define ∼ on S × S by
(x, y) ∼ (x1, y1) ⇐⇒ x + y1 = x1 + y.
Then ∼ is an equivalence relation on S × S. Let
[x, y] := {(x1, y1) ∈ S × S: (x, y) ∼ (x1, y1)}.
On the quotient R(S) := (S × S)/ ∼= {[x, y]: (x, y) ∈ S × S}, define addition by
[x, y] + [x1, y1] = [x + x1, y + y1].
Then R(S) is an abelian group with additive identity [x, x] and additive inverse
−[x, y] := [y, x] for any (x, y) ∈ S × S.
Define scalar multiplication · :R×R(S) → R(S) by
λ[x, y] :=
{
[λx,λy], λ ∈R+,
[−λy,−λx], −λ ∈R+.
Then R(S) is a vector space.
If d is an invariant metric on S, then ‖ · ‖d , defined by∥∥[x, y]∥∥
d
:= d(x, y) for all [x, y] ∈ R(S),
is a norm on R(S) with the desired property.
The map j :S → R(S), defined by
j (x) = [x + z, z] for all x ∈ S,
for any z ∈ S, has the desired properties.
Recall that a partially ordered set (P,) is called a join-semilattice if the least upper bound of x and y, denoted
x ∨ y, exists for all x, y ∈ P .
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multiplication by positive scalars; i.e., for all x, y ∈ S and α ∈R+,
x  y 
⇒ x + z y + z and αx  αy,
then S is called an ordered near vector space. If S is an ordered near vector space and (S,) is a join-semilattice for
which
(x ∨ y)+ z = (x + z)∨ (y + z)
for all x, y, z ∈ S, then S is called a near vector lattice.
Let S be a near vector lattice and d :S × S → R+ an invariant metric. Then d is said to be a Riesz metric on S
provided that
• x  y  z ∈ S ⇒ d(x, y) d(x, z), and
• d(x, y) = d(2(x ∨ y), x + y) for all x, y ∈ S.
If E is a vector lattice, we make use of the following well-known equality (see [36, p. 17]) in the sequel:
(RM) 2(x ∨ y)− (x + y) = |x − y| for all x, y ∈ E.
We also recall that if ‖ · ‖ :E →R+ is a (semi)norm, then ‖ · ‖ is called a Riesz (semi)norm, provided that
• if x, y ∈ E and 0 y  x, then ‖y‖ ‖x‖, and ‖|x|‖ = ‖x‖ for all x ∈ E.
It was shown in [15] that if S is a ordered near vector space, and if we define
[x, y] [x1, y1] ⇐⇒ x + y1  x1 + y,
then R(S) is an ordered vector space. More can be said:
Theorem 2.2. (See [15].) If S is a near vector lattice, then the following hold:
(a) R(S) is a vector lattice, with positive cone R(S)+ := {[x, y]: y  x}, in which the following formulas hold:
(1) [x, y]+ = [x ∨ y, y],
(2) [x, y]− = [x ∨ y, x],
(3) |[x, y]| = [2(x ∨ y), x + y],
(4) [x, y] ∨ [x1, y1] = [(x1 + y)∨ (x + y1), y + y1],
(5) [x, y] ∧ [x1, y1] = [x + x1, (x1 + y)∨ (x + y1)].
(b) The embedding j :S → R(S) is join preserving.
(c) If d :S × S →R+ is an invariant metric, then d is a Riesz metric on S if and only if ‖ · ‖d is a Riesz norm on the
vector lattice R(S).
Let S be an ordered near vector space which also satisfies
(Z) there exists 0 ∈ S such that x + 0 = x for all x ∈ S and λ0 = 0 for all λ ∈R+.
Then S is said to be an ordered near vector space with a zero.
If we assume the existence of such a zero, we shall state it explicitly.
If S1 and S2 are near vector spaces and P :S1 → S2, then P is said to be R+-linear provided that P(αx + βy) =
αPx + βPy for all α,β ∈R+ and x, y ∈ S1.
If S1 and S2 are ordered near vector spaces and P :S1 → S2, then P is said to be order preserving provided that
u v implies Pu Pv for all u,v ∈ S1.
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by
Tˆ
([x, y])= [T (x), T (y)] for all x, y ∈ S1.
(a) If T is R+-linear, then Tˆ is linear.
(b) If d1 is an invariant metric on S1, d2 is an invariant metric on S2 and T is nonexpansive, then ‖Tˆ ‖ 1.
(c) If S1 and S2 are ordered near vector spaces and T is order preserving, then Tˆ is a positive map.
Proof. The statements in (a) and (c) were proved in [15, Theorem 3.4]. To prove (b), note that, for all x, y ∈ S1,∥∥Tˆ [x, y]∥∥
d2
= d2(T x,T y) d1(x, y) =
∥∥[x, y]∥∥
d1
,
since T is nonexpansive. Thus, ‖Tˆ ‖ := sup{‖Tˆ [x, y]‖d2 : ‖[x, y]‖d1  1} 1. 
Let S2 be a near vector lattice and S1 a nonempty subset of S2. Then S1 is said to be a sub-near vector lattice of S2
provided that S1 is closed under the operations addition, multiplication by positive scalars and join.
The notion sub-near vector space is defined in an analogues manner.
As noted in [15], the following is a consequence of Theorem 2.3:
Corollary 2.4. If S1 is a sub-near vector space (lattice) of a near vector space (lattice) S2, then R(S1) is a vector
subspace (sublattice) of R(S2).
For unexplained terminology about vector lattices (i.e., Riesz spaces) used in the text, we refer the reader to [19,
28,36].
3. The hyperspaces f(X), bf(X) and cbf(X)
Let X be a Banach space. There are two natural operations on
P0(X) := {A ⊆ X: A is nonempty},
namely addition and scalar multiplication, defined by
A+C := {a + b: a ∈ A, b ∈ C} and λA := {λa: a ∈ A},
for all A,C ∈P0(X) and λ ∈R. It is not always possible to find an additive inverse for a subset A of X. Thus, the set
P0(X) does not, in general, form a vector space with respect to the above defined addition and scalar multiplication.
Let
f(X) = {A ∈ P0(X): A is norm closed}
and define ⊕ by
A⊕C = A+C for all A,C ∈ f(X),
where the closure is taken with respect to the norm on X. Then f(X) is closed under ⊕. Furthermore, (f(X),⊆,∨) is
a join-semilattice with join ∨ given by
A∨C = A∪C for all A,C ∈ f(X).
The positive part A+ of A ∈ f(X) is given by A+ = A∨ {0} = A∪ {0}. Let
cf(X) = {A ∈ f(X): A is convex}.
Then (cf(X),⊕, · ,⊆,∨) is a near vector lattice; the join ∨ is given by
A∨C = co(A∪C) for all A,C ∈ cf(X),
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A ∈ cf(X) is given by
A+ = A∨ {0} = co(A∪ {0}).
If A ∈P0(X) and x ∈ X, the distance between x and A is defined by
d(x,A) = inf{d(x, y): y ∈ A},
where d(x, y) = ‖x − y‖X . Let
bf(X) = {A ∈ f(X): A is bounded}.
Define dH for all A,B ∈ bf(X) by
dH (A,B) = sup
a∈A
d(a,B)∨ sup
b∈B
d(b,A).
Then dH is a metric on bf(X), which is called the Hausdorff metric, and (bf(X), dH ) is a complete metric space
(see [10,17]). In the special case where B = {0}, let
‖A‖H = dH
(
A, {0});
the notation is suggestive, but ‖ · ‖H is in general not a norm. Let
cbf(X) = {A ∈ bf(X): A is convex}.
Then (cbf(X),⊕, ·,⊆,∨, dH ), where the join A ∨ C of A,B ∈ cbf(X) is given by co(A ∪ C), is a near vector lattice
with {0} as zero (see [15]) (the restriction of) dH is a Riesz metric on cbf(X) (see [15]) and cbf(X) is a closed subspace
of bf(X) (see [10,17]).
4. The near vector lattice L1[Σ, cf(X)]
In this section, X denotes a separable Banach space and (Ω,Σ,μ) a complete probability space.
A function F :Ω → f(X) is Σ -measurable provided that there exists a sequence (fi) such that each function
fi :Ω → X is
(M1) μ-measurable; i.e., each fi is of the form
∑ni
j=1 xjχAj , where Aj ∈ Σ and xj ∈ X (see [9, p. 41]),
(M2) a selection of F ; i.e., fi(ω) ∈ F(ω) a.e. for all ω ∈ Ω and i ∈N, and
(M3) F(ω) = {fi(ω): i ∈N} for all ω ∈ Ω , where the closure is the norm closure in X
(see [10,17]). Let
M
[
Σ, f(X)
] := {F :Ω → f(X): F is Σ-measurable}.
If F1,F2 ∈ M[Σ, f(X)] and λ ∈R+, define F1 ⊕ F2, λF1 and coF1, respectively, by
(F1 ⊕ F2)(ω) = F1(ω)⊕ F2(ω),
(λF1)(ω) = λ
(
F1(ω)
)
and (coF1)(ω) = co
(
F1(ω)
)
for all ω ∈ Ω . Define
F1  F2 ⇐⇒ F1(ω) ⊆ F2(ω) a.e. for all ω ∈ Ω,
for all F1,F2 ∈ M[Σ, f(X)].
Theorem 4.1. (See [10,17].) The space M[Σ, f(X)] has the following properties:
(a) If F1,F2 ∈ M[Σ, f(X)], then F1 ⊕ F2 ∈ M[Σ, f(X)].
(b) If F1 ∈ M[Σ, f(X)] and λ ∈R+, then λF1 ∈ M[Σ, f(X)].
(c) If F1 ∈ M[Σ, f(X)], then coF1 ∈ M[Σ, f(X)].
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(e) If (Fi) ⊆ M[Σ, f(X)] and F is defined by F(ω) =⋃∞i=1 Fi(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω , then F ∈ M[Σ, f(X)].
As a special case of Theorem 4.1(e), it follows that if F and G are Σ -measurable, then the join F ∨G of F and G,
given by (F ∨G)(ω) = F(ω)∪G(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω , is Σ -measurable. Thus, (M[Σ, f(X)],∨) is a join-semilattice.
If F ∈ M[Σ, f(X)], then F is called integrably bounded provided that there exists ρ ∈ L1(μ) such that ‖x‖X 
ρ(ω) for all x ∈ F(ω) and for all ω ∈ Ω . In this case, F(ω) ∈ bf(X) a.e. and ‖F(ω)‖H = sup{‖x‖X: x ∈ F(ω)} 
ρ(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω .
Let L1[Σ, f(X)] denote the set of all equivalence classes of a.e. equal F ∈ M[Σ, f(X)] which are integrably
bounded.
Theorem 4.2. The space L1[Σ, f(X)] has the following properties:
(a) If F1,F2 ∈ L1[Σ, f(X)], then F1 ⊕ F2,∈ L1[Σ, f(X)].
(b) If F1 ∈ L1[Σ, f(X)] and λ ∈R+, then λF1 ∈ L1[Σ, f(X)].
(c) (L1[Σ, f(X)],) is a partially ordered set.
(d) If F1,F2 ∈ L1[Σ, f(X)], then F1 ∨ F2 ∈ L1[Σ, f(X)], where
(F1 ∨ F2)(ω) = F1(ω)∪ F2(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω.
(e) If Δ :L1[Σ, f(X)] ×L1[Ω, f(X)] →R+ is defined by
Δ(F1,F2) =
∫
Ω
dH
(
F1(ω),F2(ω)
)
dμ,
then (L1[Σ, f(X)],Δ) is a complete metric space.
Proof. The properties (a)–(c) and (e) are well known (see [10,17]). To prove (d), let φ1, φ2 ∈ L1(μ) such that
‖F(ω)‖H  φ1(ω) and ‖F(ω)‖H  φ1(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω . Since ‖F(ω) ∪ G(ω)‖H = max{‖F(ω)‖H ,‖G(ω)‖H } 
max{φ1(ω),φ2(ω)} = (φ1 ∨ φ2)(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω , where φ ∨ φ2 ∈ L1(μ), the result follows. 
Let
L1[Σ, cf(X)]= {F ∈ L1[Σ, f(X)]: F(ω) ∈ cf(X) a.e.}.
Theorem 4.3. The space (L1[Σ, cf(X)],⊕, ·,,∨) is a near vector lattice with {0} as a zero, the restriction of Δ is a
Riesz metric on L1[Σ, cf(X)] and (L1[Σ, cf(X)],Δ) is a complete metric space. Moreover, if F,G ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)],
then the join F ∨G of F and G is given by (F ∨G)(ω) = co(F (ω)∪G(ω)) for all ω ∈ Ω .
Proof. Keep in mind that (cbf(X),⊕, ·,⊆,∨) is a near vector lattice, where the join A ∨ C of A,C ∈ cf(X) is given
by A∨C = co(A∪C), and if F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)], then F(ω) ∈ cbf(X) a.e. as remarked above. As addition ⊕, positive
scalar multiplication · and the ordering  are defined pointwise on L1[Σ, cf(X)], and∥∥co(F(ω))∥∥
H

∥∥F(ω)∥∥
H
for all F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)], ω ∈ Ω,
it is readily verified that (L1[Σ, cf(X)],⊕, ·,,∨) is a near vector lattice.
It is well known that L1[Σ, cf(X)] is a closed subspace of the complete metric space (L1[Σ, f(X)],Δ). Moreover,
since dH is a Riesz metric on cbf(X) (see [15]), it follows from the definition of Δ that the restriction of the latter is
a Riesz metric on L1[Σ, cf(X)]. 
If Σ0 is a sub-σ -algebra of Σ , Hiai and Umegaki constructed the conditional expectation E[F |Σ0] of F ∈
L1[Σ, cf(X)] with respect to Σ0 (see [10,17] for details).
Theorem 4.4. (See [10,17].) Let Σ0 be a sub-σ -algebra of Σ . If F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)], then the conditional expectation
E[F |Σ0] ∈ L1[Σ0, cf(X)] of F with respect to Σ0 has the following properties:
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(E2) If F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)] and λ ∈R+, then E[λF |Σ0] = λE[F |Σ0].
(E3) If F1,F2 ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)], then F1  F2 implies E[F1|Σ0] E[F2|Σ0].
(E4) If F ∈ L1[Σ0, cf(X)], then E[F |Σ0] = F .
(E5) If Σ1 and Σ2 are sub-σ -algebras of Σ such that Σ1 ⊆ Σ2 ⊆ Σ and F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)], then E[E[F |Σ2] | Σ1] =
E[F |Σ1].
(E6) If F1,F2 ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)], then Δ(E[F1|Σ0],E[F2|Σ0])Δ(F1,F2).
We recall from [10,17]:
Definition 4.5. Let (Σi) be a increasing sequence of sub-σ -algebras of Σ . Then (Fi,Σi) is called a set-valued
martingale in L1[Σ, cf(X)], provided that
Fi ∈ L1
[
Σi, cf(X)
]
and Fi = E[Fi+1|Σi] for all i ∈N.
Example 4.6. Let X be a separable Banach space, (Ω,Σ,μ) a complete probability space and Σ0 a sub-σ -algebra
of Σ . Define E0 by
E0(F ) = E[F |Σ0] for all F ∈ L1
[
Σ, cf(X)
]
.
Then E0 :L1[Σ, cf(X)] → L1[Σ, cf(X)] is R+-linear, by (E1) and (E2); order preserving, by (E3); nonexpansive, by
(E6); and idempotent with range R(E0) equal to the near vector lattice L1[Σ, cf(X)], by (E4).
If (Σi) an increasing sequence of sub-σ -algebras of Σ and, for each i ∈N, Ei is defined by
Ei (F ) = E[F |Σi] for all F ∈ L1
[
Σ, cf(X)
]
,
then each Ei is R+-linear, order preserving, nonexpansive with range R(Ei ) = L1[Σi, cf(X)] a near vector lattice;
moreover, EiEk = EkEi = Ei for all i  k, by Theorem 4.4(E4) and (E5).
If (Fi,Σi) is a set-valued martingale in L1[Σ, cf(X)], then Fi ∈R(Ei ) and Fi = Ei (Fi+1) for all i ∈N.
In view of Example 4.6, set-valued martingales in L1[Σ, cf(X)] have properties similar to those of martingales in
the Banach space and Banach lattice settings, as in [6,31]. There is a drawback; in the latter setting, the underlying
spaces are vector spaces and in the former, they are not. Thus, the abstact framework is not directly accessable for
application to set-valued martingales.
5. Martingales in metric spaces
We recall from [6] that in Banach spaces, the following is a suitable generalization of the notions “filtration” and
“martingale” in the classical setting:
Let X be a Banach space. If Ti :X → X is a contractive linear projection and Ti = TiTk = TkTi for all i  k, then
the sequence of projections (Ti) is called a BS-filtration on X. If (Ti) a BS-filtration on X, then (fi, Ti) is called a
martingale in X if Tifk = fi for all i  k.
This motivates the following:
Definition 5.1. Let (S, d) be a complete metric space.
(a) If (Ei ) is a sequence of nonexpansive idempotents on S, then (Ei ) is said to be an MS-filtration, provided that
EiEk = EkEi = Ei for all i  k.
(b) If (Ei ) an MS-filtration on S, (fi) ⊆ S and fk = Ekfi for all i  k, the (fi,Ei ) is called a martingale in S.
Note that if (Ei ) is an MS-filtration on S and ifR(Ei ) denotes the range of Ei for each i ∈N, thenR(Ei ) ⊆R(Ei+1)
for all i ∈N.
We recall from [17] that if (Fi,Σi) in a set-valued martingale in L1[Σ, cf(X)] and if there exists F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)]
such that Fi = E[F |Σi] for all i ∈N, then (Fi,Σi) is called regular.
This type of set-valued martingale was studied, for example, by Hiai and Umegaki (see [10]), and by Li and Ogura
(see [16,17]).
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responds to the set-valued notion of a regular martingale, and the notion of a “regular martingale” is reserved for
martingales that are differences of positive martingales.)
In general, such regular set-valued martingales are not Δ-convergent (see [17, p. 133]). We give a necessary and
sufficient condition for regular set-valued martingales to be convergent by using the following two results. These are
based on [9, Chapter 5, §2, Corollary 2] (see also the works [32–34] by Uhl) and are metric space versions of [6,
Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.3].
Lemma 5.2. Let (Ei ) be an MS-filtration on a complete metric space (S, d) and f ∈ S. Then limi→∞ d(Eif , f ) = 0
if and only if f ∈⋃∞i=1R(Ei ), where the closure is taken in (S, d).
Proof. Suppose that limi→∞ d(Eif , f ) = 0. It is evident that Eif ∈ R(Ei ) for each i ∈ N; thus, f ∈ ⋃∞i=1R(Ei ).
To prove the converse, suppose that f ∈ ⋃∞i=1R(Ei ). Then there exists a sequence (fn) ⊆ ⋃∞i=1R(Ei ) such that
limn→∞ d(fn,f ) = 0. Thus, for each ε > 0, there exists n ∈ N so that d(fn,f ) < ε/2. Since R(Ei ) ⊆ R(Ei+1)
for all i ∈ N, there exists In ∈ N such that i  In implies fn ∈ R(Ei ) and d(Eif, f )  d(Eif, fn) + d(fn,f ) =
(Eif,Eifn)+ d(fn,f ) d(f,fn)+ d(fn,f ) < ε/2 + ε/2 = ε, which completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.3. Let (Ei ) be an MS-filtration on a complete metric space (S, d) and (fi,Ei ) a martingale in S. Then (fi)
is d-convergent if and only there exists f ∈⋃∞i=1R(Ei ) such that fi = Eif for all i ∈N.
Proof. Suppose that limi→∞ d(fi, f ) = 0 for some f ∈ S. Let ε > 0 be given. Then there exists n0 ∈N such that for
all i  n0, d(fi,Eif ) = d(Eifi,Eif ) d(fi, f ) < ε. But for all i  n0, we have that d(fi,Eif ) = d(Eifn0,Eif )
d(fn0, f ) < ε. Thus, fi = Eif for all i ∈N.
Conversely, by the assumption and Lemma 5.2, we have d(Eif, f ) = d(fi, f ) → 0, which completes the
proof. 
As a corollary to Theorem 5.3, we get the following necessary and sufficient condition for a regular set-valued
martingale to be Δ-convergent:
Theorem 5.4. Let X be a separable Banach space, (Ω,Σ,μ) a complete probability space and (Σi) an increasing
sequence of sub-σ -algebras of Σ . A set-valued martingale (Fi,Σi) in L1[Σ, cf(X)], which is of the form Fi =
E[F |Σi] for some F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)], is Δ-convergent if and only if F ∈⋃∞i=1L1[Σi, cf(X)].
Proof. For each i ∈N, let Ei be defined by Ei (F ) = E[F |Σi] for all F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)]. Then (Ei ) is an MS-filtration
on the complete metric space (L1[Σ, cf(X)],Δ). The set-valued martingale (Fi,Σi) of the form Fi = E[F |Σi],
is the martingale (Ei (F ),Ei ), which, by Theorem 5.3, is Δ-convergent (to F ) if and only if F ∈ ⋃∞i=1R(Ei ) =⋃∞
i=1L1[Σi, cf(X)]. 
If the index set N is replaced by the index set −N in the definition of a martingale, then the martingale is called a
reversed martingale (see [24]).
We get the following description of d-convergent reversed martingales:
Theorem 5.5. Let (S, d) be a complete metric space, (Ei )i∈−N an MS-filtration on S and (fi,Ei )i∈−N a reversed
martingale in S. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) (fi)i∈−N is d-convergent,
(b) there exists f ∈⋂i∈−NR(Ei ) such that fi = Eif for all i ∈ −N,
(c) there exists f ∈ S such that fi = f for all i ∈ −N.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) Suppose f ∈ S and limi→−∞ d(fi, f ) = 0. As in the proof of Theorem 5.3, it follows that fi = Eif
for all i ∈ −N. Since Eif ∈R(Ei ) for all i ∈ −N and limi→−∞ d(fi, f ) = 0, we get that f ∈⋂i∈−NR(Ei ).
The implications (b) ⇒ (c) ⇒ (a) follow trivially. 
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Corollary 5.6. Let (Fi,Σi)i∈−N be a set-valued reversed martingale in L1[Σ, cf(X)]. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(a) (Fi)i∈−N is Δ-convergent.
(b) There exists F ∈⋂i∈−NL1[Σi, cf(X)] such that Fi = E[F |Σi] for all i ∈ −N.
(c) There exists F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)] such that Fi = F for all i ∈ −N.
6. The space Md(S,Ei)
Next, we want to use the R+-linear structure on L1[Σ, cf(X)] in conjunction with martingales in this space.
Let (S, d) be a near vector space and a complete metric space with respect to the invariant metric d . Let (Ei ) be an
MS-filtration on S such that each Ei is R+-linear and each R(Ei ) is a near vector subspace of S.
Denote byMd(S,Ei ) the set of all martingales (fi,Ei ) in S for which (fi) is d-convergent. Define dM by
dM
(
(fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei )
)= sup
i∈N
d(fi, gi),
for all (fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei ) ∈Md(S,Ei ). Then it is readily verified that (Md(S,Ei ), dM) is a metric space.
EndowMd(S,Ei ) with addition and positive scalar multiplication, by defining
(fi,Ei )+ (gi,Ei ) = (fi + gi,Ei ) and λ(fi,Ei ) = (λfi,Ei )
for all (fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei ) ∈Md(S,Ei ) and λ ∈R+. ThenMd(S,Ei ) is a near vector space.
The aim of the remaining part of this section is the give a description of the space Md(S,Ei ). Our strategy is to
use Rådström’s embedding result to gain access via R(S) to the Banach space martingale results in [6].
The first problem to deal with is the fact that R(S) need not be norm complete. So, instead of R(S) we consider its
norm completion R˜(S).
Lemma 6.1. Let S be a near vector space endowed with an invariant metric d such that (S, d) is complete. If (Ei ) is
an MS-filtration on S such that each Ei is R+-linear and each R(Ei ) is a (closed) near vector subspace of S, then
(E˜i ) is a BS-filtration on R˜(S), where each E˜i , is the continuous extension of Eˆi , defined by
Eˆi
([x, y])= [Eix,Eiy] for all x, y ∈ S.
Moreover,
⋃∞
i=1R(E˜i |j (S)) = j (
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) ); the former closure is the ‖ · ‖d -closure in R˜(S) and the latter is the
d-closure in S.
Proof. Since Ei is R+-linear and nonexpansive, it follows from Theorem 2.3 that Eˆi is linear and ‖Eˆi‖  1. As
EiEk = EkEi = Ei for all i  k, it follows from
Eˆi Eˆk[x, y] = [EiEkx,EiEky] = [Eix,Eiy] = Eˆi[x, y]
and
Eˆk Eˆi[x, y] = [EjEix,EkEiy] = [Eix,Eiy] = Eˆi[x, y]
that Eˆi Eˆk = Eˆk Eˆi = Eˆi for all i  k.
As E˜i is the continuous extension to R˜(S) of Eˆi , it follows that E˜i is a linear contractive projection with ‖E˜i‖ 1
and E˜i E˜k = E˜k E˜i = E˜i for all i  k. Consequently, (E˜i ) is a BS-filtration on R˜(S).
It remains to show that
⋃∞
i=1R(E˜i |j (S)) = j (
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) ). We first note that R(E˜i |j (S)) = j (R(Ei )) for all
i ∈ N, as a simple verification reveals. Consequently, ⋃∞i=1R(E˜i |j (S)) = ⋃∞i=1 j (R(Ei )). But, by the completeness
of S and the continuity of j , it is readily verified that
⋃∞
i=1 j (R(Ei )) = j (
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) ). Thus,
⋃∞
i=1R(E˜i |j (S)) =
j (
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) ), as desired. 
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an MS-filtration on S such that each Ei is R+-linear on S and R(Ei ) is a near vector subspace of S. If (fi) ⊆ S, then
(fi,Ei ) is a martingale in S (and (fi) is d-convergent) if and only if (j (fi), E˜i ) is a martingale in R˜(S) (and (j (fi))
is ‖ · ‖d -convergent).
Proof. Recall that j (x) = [x + z, z] for all x ∈ S and for any z ∈ S.
If (fi,Ei ) is a martingale in S, then (j (fi), E˜i ) is a martingale in R˜(S), because, for i  k,
j (fi) = [fi + z, z] = [Ekfi + Ekz,Ekz] = E˜k[fi + z, z] = E˜kj (fi).
Conversely, suppose (j (fi), E˜i ) is a martingale in R˜(S). Then, for k  i,
[Ekfi + Eku,Eku] = E˜kj (fi) = j (fk) = [fi + z, z]
for any u, z ∈ S. Hence, Ekfi + Eku + z = fi + z + Eku for any u, z ∈ S, from which we get that Ekfi = fi ; i.e.,
(fi,Ei ) is a martingale in S.
It follows trivially that the martingale (fi,Ei ) is d-convergent if and only if the martingale (j (fi), E˜i ) is ‖ · ‖d -
convergent in R(S). 
We recall the following from [6]. Let X be a Banach space and (Ti) a BS-filtration on X. Denote by Mnc(X,Ti)
the set of martingales (fi, Ti) in X for which (fi) is norm-convergent. Define addition and scalar multiplication by
(fi, Ti)+ (gi, Ti) = (fi + gi, Ti) and λ(fi, Ti) = (λfi, Ti)
for each (fi, Ti), (gi, Ti) ∈Mnc(X,Ti) and λ ∈R. ThenMnc(X,Ti) is a vector space. Moreover, ‖ · ‖M, defined by∥∥(fi, Ti)∥∥M = sup
i∈N
‖fi‖,
is a norm onMnc(X,Ti) andMnc(X,Ti) is a Banach space (see [6]).
The following result shows howMd(S,Ei ) andMnc(X,Ti) are related via the Rådström completion of S:
Lemma 6.3. Let S be a near vector space endowed with an invariant metric d such that (S, d) is complete and let
(Ei ) be an MS-filtration on S such that each Ei is R+-linear and each R(Ei ) is a (closed) near vector subspace of S.
Then the map K :Md(S,Ei ) →Mnc(R˜(S), E˜i ), defined by
K
(
(fi,Ei )
)= (j (fi), E˜i)
is an R+-linear isometry (into) andMd(S,Ei ) is complete.
Proof. It is clear that K is injective and R+-linear. To verify that K is an isometry, let (fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei ) ∈
Md(S,Ei ). Then dM((fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei )) = supi∈N d(fi, gi) = supi∈N ‖fi − gi‖d = ‖(j (fi), E˜i ) − (j (gi), E˜i )‖M.
SinceMnc(R˜(S), E˜i ) is complete and j (S) is closed in R˜(S), it follows thatMd(S,Ei ) is complete. 
We use the following result from [6, Proposition 3.4]:
Theorem 6.4. Let X be a Banach space and (Ti) be a BS-filtration on X. Then L :Mnc(X,Ti) →⋃∞i=1R(Ti), defined
by L((fi, Ti)) = limi→∞ fi , is a surjective linear isometry. Moreover, L−1 :⋃∞i=1R(Ti) →Mnc(X,Ti) is given by
L−1(f ) = (Tif,Ti).
We now derive one of our main results:
Theorem 6.5. Let S be a near vector space endowed with an invariant metric d such that (S, d) is complete and
let (Ei ) be an MS-filtration on S such that each Ei is R+-linear and each R(Ei ) is a (closed) near vector subspace
of S. Then V :Md(S,Ei ) →⋃∞i=1R(Ei ), defined by V ((fi,Ei )) = limi fi , is a surjective linear isometry. Moreover,
V −1 :
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) →Md(S,Ei ) is given by V −1(f ) = (Eif,Ei ).
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tive linear isometry, with L−1 :
⋃∞
i=1R(E˜i ) →Mnc(R˜(S), E˜i ) given by L−1(f ) = (E˜if, E˜i ).
In view of Lemmas 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, we identifyMd(S,Ei ) with its image inMnc(R˜(S), E˜i ) and
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) with
its image j (
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) ) =
⋃∞
i=1R(E˜i |j (S)).
Let V denote the restriction of L to Md(S,Ei ). We first note that, although the closure is taken in R(S), we get
that
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) ⊆ S, since S is closed in R˜(S) and
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) ⊆ S. We claim that V (Md(S,Ei )) ⊆
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ):
If (fi,Ei ) is a martingale such that 0 = limi→∞ d(fi, f ) = limi→∞ ‖fi − f ‖ for some f ∈ S, then, by Theorem 5.3,
f ∈ ⋃∞i=1R(Ei ), from which the claimed inclusion follows. Next, we claim that ⋃∞i=1R(Ei ) ⊆ V (Md(S,Ei )): If
f ∈⋃∞i=1R(Ei ), then, by Lemma 5.2, limi→∞ d(Eif, f ) = limi→∞ ‖Eif −f ‖ = 0. As (Eif,Ei ) is a martingale with
Eif ∈ S, the claimed inclusion follows. Thus, V :Md(S,Ei ) →⋃∞i=1R(Ei ) is a surjection.
As V is the restriction of L toMd(S,Ei ), it follows that the R+-linear surjection V :Md(S,Ei ) →⋃∞i=1R(Ei ) is
an isometry and V −1 :
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) →Md(S,Ei ) is given by V −1(f ) = (Eif,Ei ). 
To accommodate the order and lattice structure on L1[Σ, cf(X)] in our metric space approach, we recall the fol-
lowing from [6,31]:
Let E be a Banach lattice. It was shown in [6] that, if (Ti) is a BS-filtration on E such that each Ti  0, then
Mnc(E,Ti) is a partially ordered vector space, if we define
(fi, Ti) 0 ⇐⇒ fi  0 for all i ∈N,
for all (fi, Ti) ∈Mnc(E,Ti). We extend this as follows:
Let S be a near vector lattice endowed with a Riesz metric d such that (S, d) is complete. If (Ei ) an MS-filtration
on S such that each Ei is R+-linear, order preserving and each R(Ei ) is a near vector sublattice of S, define
(fi,Ei ) (gi,Ei ) ⇐⇒ fi  gi for all i ∈N,
for all (fi,Ei ) (gi,Ei ) ∈Md(S,Ei ). It is readily verified thatMd(S,Ei ) is an ordered near vector space.
To consider order properties ofMd(S,Ei ) via those ofMnc(E,Ti), we need the following result (see [6, Proposi-
tion 3.7] or [31]):
Theorem 6.6. Let E be a Banach lattice and (Ti) a BS-filtration on E for which each Ti  0 and each R(Ti) is a
closed Riesz subspace of E. Then
(a) Mnc(E,Ti) is a Banach lattice; moreover,
(fi, Ti)∨ (gi, Ti) =
(
lim
k→∞Ti(fk ∨ gk), Ti
)
for all (fi, Ti), (gi, Ti) ∈Mnc(E,Ti).
(b) The bijective linear isomorphism L :Mnc(E,Ti) →⋃∞i=1R(Ti), defined by L((fi, Ti)) = limi→∞ fi , is a Riesz
isomorphism; i.e., both L and L−1 are order preserving.
Proof. Except for the formula in (a), the statements of the theorem are establish in [6, Proposition 3.7]. We prove the
formula in (a). Let (fi, Ti), (gi, Ti) ∈Mnc(E,Ti). Then, as both L and L−1 are positive, both are join preserving.
Consequently,
(fi, Ti)∨ (gi, Ti) = L−1
(
L(fi, Ti)∨L(fi, Ti)
)= L−1( lim
k→∞fk ∨ limk→∞gk
)
= L−1
(
lim
k→∞(fk ∨ gk)
)
=
(
Ti
(
lim
k→∞(fk ∨ gk)
)
, Ti
)
=
(
lim
k→∞Ti(fk ∨ gk), Ti
)
. 
The following is an order version of Lemma 6.1, which we need to prove our main result.
Lemma 6.7. Let S be a near vector lattice endowed with a Riesz metric d such that (S, d) is complete. If (Ei ) is an
MS-filtration on S such that each Ei is R+-linear, order preserving and eachR(Ei ) is a (closed) near vector sublattice
of S, then
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and
(b) the map K :Md(S,Ei ) → Mnc(R˜(S), E˜i ), as in Lemma 6.3, has the property that, if (fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei ) ∈
Md(S,Ei ), then (fi,Ei ) (gi,Ei ) if and only if K((fi,Ei ))K((gi,Ei )).
Proof. (a) Since Ei is order preserving, Eˆi is positive, by Theorem 2.3. Consequently, its continuous extension E˜i is
then also positive.
As R(Ei ) is a sub-near vector lattice of S, Corollary 2.4 yields that R(R(Ei )) is a vector sublattice of R(S).
Consequently, R˜(R(Ei )) is a closed vector sublattice of R˜(S). A simple verification shows that R˜(R(Ei )) =R(E˜i )
for all i ∈N. Thus, R(E˜i ) is a closed vector sublattice of R˜(S).
(b) As (fi,Ei ) (gi,Ei ) if and only if (j (fi), E˜i ) (j (gi), E˜i ) for all (fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei ) ∈Md(S,Ei ), the statement
in (b) follows by applying the definition of K . 
The following is our main result:
Theorem 6.8. Let (S, d) be a near vector lattice, d a Riesz metric on S and (S, d) a complete metric space. Let (Ei ) an
MS-filtration on S such that each Ei is R+-linear, order preserving and each R(Ei ) is a closed near vector sublattice
of S. Then
(a) Md(S,Ei ) is a near vector lattice; in fact,
(fi,Ei )∨ (gi,Ei ) =
(
lim
k→∞Ei (fk ∨ gk),Ei
)
for all (fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei ) ∈Md(S,Ei );
(b) dM is a Riesz metric onMd(S,Ei ); and
(c) (Md(S,Ei ), dM) is complete metric space.
Moreover, V :Md(S,Ei ) → ⋃∞i=1R(Ei ), defined by V ((fi,Ei )) = limi→∞ fi , is a surjective, R+-linear isomor-
phism, both V and V −1 are order preserving and V is an isometry.
Proof. (a) By Lemma 6.7, (E˜i ) is BS-filtration on R˜(S) such that each Ei is positive and eachR(Ei ) is a closed vector
sublattice of R˜(S). By Theorem 6.6,Md(R˜(S), E˜i ) is a vector lattice. As the latter containsMd(S,Ei ) as a sub-near
vector space in such a way that the ordering on Md(S,Ei ) coincides with the ordering induced by Md(R˜(S), E˜i ),
by Lemma 6.7, it suffices to show that Md(S,Ei ) is a sub-join-semilattice of Md(R˜(S), E˜i ). Let (fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei ) ∈
Md(S,Ei ). By Theorem 6.6, we have that
(fi,Ei )∨ (gi,Ei ) =
(
lim
k→∞ E˜i (fk ∨ gk), E˜i
)
inMd(R˜(S), E˜i ). But fi ∨gi ∈ S for all i ∈N, because S is a sub-join-semilattice of R˜(S), and limi→∞(fi ∨gi) ∈ S,
because S is closed in R˜(S). Consequently,(
lim
k→∞ E˜i (fk ∨ gk), E˜i
)
=
(
lim
k→∞Ei (fk ∨ gk),Ei
)
.
Since the latter an element ofMd(S,Ei ), we have established thatMd(S,Ei ) is a near vector lattice.
(b) By Theorem 6.6, ‖ · ‖M is a Riesz norm on Mnc(R˜(S), E˜i ), and by Lemma 6.3, dM((fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei )) =
‖(fi,Ei )− (gi,Ei )‖M for all (fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei ) ∈Md(S,Ei ).
If (fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei ) ∈Md(S,Ei ), then
dM
(
2
(
(fi,Ei )∨ (gi,Ei )
)
, (fi,Ei )+ (gi,Ei )
)= ∥∥2((fi,Ei )∨ (gi,Ei ))− ((fi,Ei )+ (gi,Ei ))∥∥M
= ∥∥∣∣(fi,Ei )− (gi,Ei )∣∣∥∥M
= ∥∥(fi,Ei )− (gi,Ei )∥∥M
= dM
(
(fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei )
)
,
where we used (RM), as stated in Section 2.
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dM((fi,Ei ), (gi,Ei )) dM((fi,Ei ), (hi,Ei )), proving that dM is a Riesz metric.
(c) The completeness ofMd(S,Ei ) was dealt with in Corollary 6.3.
To prove the remaining part of the theorem, we note that since V is the restriction to Md(S,Ei ) of L and V −1 is
the restriction to
⋃∞
i=1R(Ei ) of L−1 and both L and L−1 are order preserving, so are V and V −1. The remaining
properties have already been established. 
Corollary 6.9. Let (S, d) be a near vector lattice, d a Riesz metric on S and (S, d) a complete metric space. Let
(Ei ) an MS-filtration on S such that each Ei is R+-linear, order preserving and each R(Ei ) is a closed near vector
sublattice of S. If S has a zero, then, in addition to the conclusion in Theorem 6.8,
(fi,Ei )+ =
(
lim
k→∞Ei
(
f+k
)
,Ei
)
for all (fi,Ei ) ∈Md(S,Ei ).
Proof. Take (gi, E˜i ) = (0, E˜i ) in Theorem 6.8(a). 
Let (Σi) be a increasing sequence of sub-σ -algebras of Σ . Denote MΔ(L1[Σ, cf(X)],Ei ), where Ei (F ) =
E[F |Σi] for all F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)] and i ∈ N, by MΔ(L1[Σ, cf(X)],Σi); i.e., MΔ(L1[Σ, cf(X)],Σi) denotes
the set of all set-valued martingales (Fi,Σi) in L1[Σ, cf(X)], for which there exists F ∈ L1[Σ, cf(X)] such that
limi→∞ Δ(Fi,F ) = 0.
Corollary 6.10. Let X be a separable Banach space, (Ω,Σ,μ) a complete probability space and (Σi) an increasing
sequence of sub-σ -algebras of Σ . Then
(a) MΔ(L1[Σ, cf(X)],Σi) is a near vector lattice; in fact,
(1) (Fi,Σi)∨ (Gi,Σi) = (limk→∞ E[Fk ∨Gk|Σi],Σi), and
(2) (Fi,Σi)+ = (limk→∞ E[F+k |Σi],Σi),
for all (Fi,Σi), (Gi,Σi) ∈MΔ(L1[Σ, cf(X)],Σi);
(b) ΔM is a Riesz metric onMΔ(L1[Σ, cf(X)],Σi); and
(c) MΔ((L1[Σ, cf(X)],Σi), dM) is a complete metric space.
Moreover, U :MΔ(L1[Σ, cf(X)],Σi) → ⋃∞i=1L1[Σi, cf(X)], defined by U((Fi,Ei )) = limi→∞ Fi , is a surjective,
R+-linear isomorphism, both U and U−1 are order preserving and U is an isometry.
Proof. The result is then a special case of Theorem 6.8. 
It is well known that
ck(X) = {A ∈ cf(X): A is compact},
is a closed subspace of cbf(X) and ck(X) is closed with respect to +. Moreover, ck(X) is a sub-near vector lattice of
cbf(X) (see [15]). Furthermore, it is easily verified that
L1[Σ, ck(X)]= {F ∈ L1[Σ, f(X)]: F(ω) ∈ ck(X) a.e.}
is a sub-near vector lattice and a closed subspace of (L1[Σ, cf(X)],Δ). It is well known that, if Σ0 is a sub-σ -
algebra of Σ , then the conditional expectation E[F |Σ0] of F ∈ L1[Σ, ck(X)] with respect to Σ0 has the property that
E[F |Σ0] ∈ L1[Σ, ck(X)] (see [10,17]).
Thus, Theorem 5.4 and Corollaries 5.6 and 6.10 remain valid if we replace cf(X) by ck(X).
7. The space L1[Σ,Fck(X)]
Let X be a Banach space, I the interval [0,1] ⊆R, F(X) the set of all u ∈ IX for which
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(b) {x ∈ X: u(x) = 1} = ∅,
and Fck(X) the subset of F(X) for which
(c) suppu := {x ∈ X: u(x) > 0} is compact and
(d) Lαu := {x ∈ X: u(x) α} is convex for each α ∈ I .
Then Fck(X) generalizes ck(X) in the sense that ck(X) ↪→ Fck(X), where A → χA. Endow Fck(X) with addition and
positive scalar multiplication, defined by
(u+ v)(x) = sup{u(y)∧ v(z): y + z = x}
and
(λu)(x) =
{
u(x
λ
), λ = 0,
χ{0}(x), λ = 0,
respectively, for all x ∈ X, u,v ∈ Fck(X) and λ ∈R. Using the facts that if u,v ∈ Fck(X), λ ∈R and α ∈ I , then
Lαu+Lαv = Lα(u+ v) and Lαλu = λLαu. (1)
Puri and Ralescu showed in [26] that (Fck(X),+, ·) is a near vector space. If we define
u v ⇐⇒ Lαu ⊆ Lαv for all α ∈ I,
for all u,v ∈ Fck(X), then (Fck(X),) is a partially ordered set. In fact, by a well-known result of Negoita and
Ralescu (see [17, p. 165]), it is easily verified that (Fck(X),) is a join-semilattice; the join u∨ v of u,v ∈ Fck(X) is
given by
(u∨ v)(x) = sup{α ∈ I : x ∈ co(Lαu∪Lαv)}
for all x ∈ X, and
Lα(u ∨ v) = co(Lαu∪Lαv) = Lαu∨Lαv (2)
for all α ∈ I . In particular, if u ∈ Fck(X), the positive part u+ of u is given by
u+(x) = (u∨ χ{0})(x) = sup{α ∈ I : x ∈ co(Lαu∪ {0})},
for all x ∈ X.
Theorem 7.1. Let X be a Banach space. Then (Fck(X),+, · ,,∨) is a near vector lattice.
Proof. We have already remarked that (Fck(X),+, · ) is a near vector space.
Let u,v,w ∈ Fck(X). Since ck(X) is a near vector lattice, it follows from (1) and (2) that
Lα
(
(u+ v)∨ (v +w))= (Lα(u)+Lα(w))∨ (Lα(u)+Lα(w))
= (Lα(u)∨Lα(v))+Lα(w)
= Lα
(
(u∨ v)+w)
for all α ∈ I . Hence, (u+w)∨ (v +w) = (u∨ v)+w.
The remaining properties are routine verifications. 
Let X be a separable Banach space and (Ω,Σ,μ) a complete probability space. We look at a generalization of the
space L1[Σ, ck(X)], as in [17]:
The function F : Ω → F(X) is said to be measurable, provided that LαF ∈ f(X) is measurable for all α ∈ (0,1].
If F : Ω → F(X) is measurable, then F is said to be integrably bounded, provided that there exists ρ ∈ L1(μ) such
that ‖ suppF(ω)‖H  ρ(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω . It is known that, for all ω ∈ Ω ,∥∥suppF(ω)∥∥ = sup{∥∥Lα(F(ω))∥∥ : α ∈ (0,1]}.H H
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a compact subset of X for all ω ∈ Ω , LαF ∈ L1[Σ, ck(X)] for all α ∈ (0,1], and F and G are equal provided that
Lα(F (ω)) = Lα(G(ω)) a.e. for all ω ∈ Ω and α ∈ (0,1].
Endow L1[Σ,Fck(X)] with pointwise addition and positive scalar multiplication. For all F1,F2 ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)],
define
F1  F2 ⇐⇒ LαF1  LαF2 for all α ∈ I.
Theorem 7.2. (See [17].) The space L1[Σ,Fck(X)] has the following properties:
(a) If F1,F2 ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)], then F1 + F2 ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)].
(b) If F1 ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)] and λ ∈R+, then λF1 ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)].
(c) (L1[Σ,Fck(X)],) is a partially ordered set.
(d) L1[Σ,Fck(X)] is a join-semilattice, where the join F ∨G of F,G ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)] is given by
(F ∨G)(ω) = sup{α: x ∈ co(LαF(ω)∪LαG(ω))},
for all ω ∈ Ω .
(e) If D∞ is defined, for all F,G ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)], by
D∞(F,G) = sup
α∈(0,1]
Δ(LαF,LαG),
then (L1[Σ,Fck(X)],D∞) is a complete metric space.
Proof. The properties (a), (b) and (e) are well known (see [17]), while (c) and (d) readily follow. 
Since addition, scalar multiplication and order are defined pointwise, and Fck(X) is a near vector lattice, it follows
that (L1[Σ,Fck(X)],+, · ,,∨) is a near vector lattice. As Δ is a Riesz metric on L1[Σ, ck(X)], it follows from (1)
and (2) that D∞ is a Riesz metric on L1[Σ,Fck(X)]. Thus, we have:
Theorem 7.3. The space (L1[Σ,Fck(X)],+, · ,,∨) is a near vector lattice and D∞ is a Riesz metric on
L1[Σ,Fck(X)].
Let (Ω,Σ,μ) be a complete nonatomic probability space and Σ0 a sub-σ -algebra of Σ . If F ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)],
Puri and Ralescu proved the existence and uniqueness of the conditional expectation E[F |Σ0] of F with respect
to Σ0. They showed that E[F |Σ0] ∈ L1[Σ0,Fck(X)], and that E[F |Σ0] is related to the conditional expectation
E[LαF |Σ0] ∈ L1[Σ0, ck(X)] of LαF with respect to Σ0 in the following way:
LαE[F |Σ0] = E[LαF |Σ0] for all α ∈ (0,1]
(see [17, p. 185]). Moreover, the following properties hold:
Theorem 7.4. (See [17].) Let X be a separable Banach space, (Ω,Σ,μ) a complete nonatomic probability space
and Σ0 a sub-σ -algebra of Σ . If F ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)], then the conditional expectation E[F |Σ0] ∈ L1[Σ0,Fck(X)] of
F with respect to Σ0 has the following properties:
(F1) If F1,F2 ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)], then E[F1 + F2|Σ0] = E[F1|Σ0] + E[F2|Σ0].
(F2) If F ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)] and λ ∈R+, then E[λF |Σ0] = λE[F |Σ0].
(F3) If F1,F2 ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)], then F1  F2 implies E[F1|Σ0] E[F2|Σ0].
(F4) If F ∈ L1[Σ0,Fck(X)], then E[F |Σ0] = F .
(F5) If Σ1 and Σ2 are sub-σ -algebras of Σ such that Σ1 ⊆ Σ2 ⊆ Σ and F ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)], then E[F |Σ1] =
E[E[F |Σ2] | Σ1].
(F6) If F1,F2 ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)], then D∞(E[F1|Σ0],E[F2|Σ0])D∞(F1,F2).
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L1[Σ,Fck(X)]. Then
F1  F2 ⇒ LαF1  LαF2 for all α ∈ (0,1]
⇒ E[LαF |Σ0] E[LαF2|Σ0] for all α ∈ (0,1]
⇔ LαE[F1|Σ0] LαE[F2|Σ2] for all α ∈ (0,1]
⇔ E[F1|Σ0] E[F2|Σ2]. 
In view of Theorems 7.3 and 7.4, L1[Σ,Fck(X)] and E[ · |Σi] satisfy properties similar to those of L1[Σ, cf(X)]
and E[ · |Σi], as in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.
It should be clear to reader that Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.6 remain valid if we replace “complete probability
space” by “complete nonatomic probability space,” cf(X) by Fck(X), E[ · |Σi] by E[ · |Σi], and Δ by D∞.
Let X be a separable Banach space and (Ω,Σ,μ) a complete nonatomic probability space. Suppose that (Σi)
is an increasing sequence of sub-σ -algebras of Σ . If we denote MD∞(L1[Σ,Fck(X)],Ei ), where Ei (F ) = E[F |Σi]
for all F ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)], byMD∞(L1[Σ,Fck(X)],Σi), thenMD∞(L1[Σ,Fck(X)],Σi) is the set of all set-valued
martingales (Fi,Σi) in L1[Σ,Fck(X)] for which there exists F ∈ L1[Σ,Fck(X)] such that limi→∞ D∞(Fi,F ) = 0.
It should also be clear to reader that Corollary 6.10 remains valid if we replace “complete probability space” by
“complete nonatomic probability space,” cf(X) by Fck(X), E[ · |Σi] by E[ · |Σi], Δ by D∞, ΔM by DM, and the
spaceMΔ(L1[Σ, cf(X)],Σi) by the spaceMD∞(L1[Σ,Fck(X)],Σi).
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